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Abstract
The Fracking Model-Evidence Link (MEL) activity engages students in a scientiﬁc
discussion around the topic of whether or not there is a relation between hydraulic
fracturing (fracking) operations and increases in moderate magnitude earthquakes in
Midwestern US. With increases in fracking operations, it is important for students to
understand how to weigh the connection between evidence and alternative explanations about associated phenomena. The two models presented in the Fracking MEL
allow students to engage in scientiﬁc discussions just as researchers also examine relations between fracking and earthquakes.
The recent boom in US oil and natural gas production is due to the increase of hydraulic
fracturing (fracking). With this process, oil and natural gas that is tightly bound in shale
formations is mechanically released when pressurized ﬂuids containing silica sand and other
chemicals are forced into the formation. The high pressure forces naturally occurring fractures
to open up and the sand keeps them open, releasing the oil or natural gas (US Department of
Energy, 2013).
Fracking is not a new process. The basic technology can be traced back to the Civil War when
Colonel Edward Roberts patented his “Exploding Torpedo.” By lowering an iron case ﬁlled
with blasting powder down into an existing drilled oil well, the resulting explosion increased
oil production up to 1200% (Hicks, 2013). In the 1970s and 1980s, George Mitchell reﬁned this
fracking procedure so that oil-bearing shale deposits would release the trapped hydrocarbons.
Today’s fracking processes are based on Mitchell’s idea of keeping naturally occurring fractures
open so that the oil and natural gas can ﬂow out. In the past 150 years, more than four million
oil and natural gas wells have been drilled worldwide; up to 95% of the new wells drilled today
use hydraulic fracking (Hackett, 2011). For an in-depth explanation of fracking, see Barrow
and Schaffer (2015).
There are many socio-scientiﬁc issues associated with fracking. For example, scientists are
actively investigating the connection between fracking and the increase in moderate sized
earthquakes near drilling locations. The purpose of this article is to present an instructional
activity that engages students in this active area of scientiﬁc investigation: the Fracking
Model-Evidence Link (MEL) diagram (Figure 1). In the Fracking MEL, students evaluate the
connections between lines of evidence and two alternative explanations about the earthquake
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All MEL activities and
associated materials may
be downloaded for free
at our project website:
(https://sites.temple.edu/
meldiagrams/materials/).
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phenomenon: (1) The increase in moderate magnitude earthquakes in the Midwest is caused
by fracking for fossil fuels; and (2) The increase in moderate magnitude earthquakes in the
Midwest is caused by normal tectonic plate motion. These models present plausible alternatives that relate to recent scientiﬁc activities. See Lombardi (this issue) for more details about
the MEL diagram and project.1

Materials were
developed through
support from the National
Science Foundation (NSF)
under Grand No. DRL131605. Any opinions,
ﬁndings, conclusions,
or recommendations
expressed are those of
the author(s) and do not
necessarily reﬂect the
NSF’s views.

Figure 1. Example of a student-completed Fracking MEL diagram.
Figure 2. Fracking model
plausibility ratings.

The Fracking MEL Lesson
The presentation of the fracking MEL in our classes (general and
honors Geoscience) followed a basic format. To initially engage the
students and introduce the alternatives, we asked them to work alone
and rate the plausibility of each model based on their prior knowledge (see Figure 2). Students rated each model on a scale of 1 (greatly
implausible) to 10 (highly plausible). Although many students have
an intrinsic understanding of plausibility, we found it helpful to
review the deﬁnition, where plausibility is a tentative judgment that
scientists make about explanations they construct to understand a
particular phenomenon (e.g., increases in the number of earthquakes
in the Midwestern US). We also let students know that plausibility
ratings of each model can be completely different (unrelated), the
same, or diametrically opposed.
We then divided students into teams of four and asked the teams to
examine four lines of evidence related to Midwestern earthquakes. In
addition to the evidence statements on the MEL diagrams, we also
supplied each team with one page of descriptive text and ﬁgures for
each line of evidence (available at our website; see Sidebar). Using
these evidence texts, teams evaluate the strength of the connection
between each line of evidence and each of the two models; i.e., the
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evidence (a) strongly supports, (b) supports, (c) has nothing to do with, or (d) contradicts
a model. As shown in Figure 1, students draw different types of arrows between a line of
evidence and a model that represents their evaluation of the connection. When evaluating the
connection, students should be familiar with the concept of falsiﬁability and the power of
contradictory evidence in science. This knowledge will help facilitate the critical perspectives
that the student groups use when reading the evidence texts and evaluating the connections
between lines of evidence and the alternative models. While engaged in small group discussions, students were encouraged to discuss among themselves the plausibility of each model
based on their own interpretation of the evidence. Student teams were asked to see if they
could come to a consensus about the connections, but they did not have to all agree.
After the teams had examined all four pieces of evidence and drawn their connections on the
MEL, each student was asked to rate the plausibility of each model again and write an explanation as to why they changed (or didn’t change) from their initial ratings (Figure 3).

Classroom Delivery of the Fracking MEL
The development of the fracking MEL activity and four evidence texts took many revisions by
the project team, which included master teachers and educational researchers. Two rounds of
pilot testing provided feedback that assisted us in ﬁne-tuning the descriptions and graphics
for clarity and understandability. We expected student teams to examine the evidence text
with minimal teacher guidance, so it was critical that the illustrations and texts were clear and
concise.
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Figure 3. Example of a studentcompleted explanation task.
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Figure 4. Stresses in Earth’s
crust potentially caused by
wastewater injection.
Credit: Wright Seneres
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When the Fracking MEL was ﬁrst
introduced to the students, we realized
that the geologic processes involved
in fracking were unfamiliar to most
students in our Geoscience classes.
Because it is critical for students to
understand the four lines of evidence
presented in order for them to
thoughtfully draw links between the
evidence and the alternative models,
teachers should examine each evidence
text to determine if prior lessons
would be needed for their students.
Depending on the background understanding of students and the time of
year when the fracking MEL is introduced, teachers may want to consider
conducting whole class instruction
to introduce the fundamental concepts underlying this activity. After basic understanding is
established, student teams can work together to draw the MEL connections. Below are some
speciﬁc areas in which students might have difﬁculties and our suggestions for assisting
students with their understanding.

Evidence Text #1
This evidence text illustrates the process of fracking and is centered on the idea that fracking
ﬂuids and wastewater injected into the ground change the stresses in Earth’s crust. The
diagram on this evidence text (Figure 4) uses arrows and text to show the movement of
hydraulic fracking ﬂuids into the rock reservoir, causing the hydrocarbons to be pushed
out of the rock formation. Discussions among the student groups emphasized the need for
conceptual understanding of aquifers, permeability, and porosity. These are important and
basic geologic concepts associated with underground water movement and are part of most
secondary Geoscience curricula. Our students needed to have hands-on opportunities in order
to understand these concepts, so we decided to use the Fracking MEL after we had done lab
activities on permeability and porosity. This provided the foundation for students to understand the direction of water movement shown in Figure 4.
Another important concept discussed in Evidence Text #1 is the idea of how stress is associated with faulting—speciﬁcally that rock can move when this stress is applied. A key argument
among opponents to fracking is the belief that fracking ﬂuids can “lubricate” existing faults,
such that less stress is needed to cause the rock to move along these faults. This argument
is countered with the idea that tectonic stresses associated with faulting are not necessarily
linked to fracking ﬂuids, but may be a natural adjustment occurring at an existing plate
boundary (Oskin, 2015).

Evidence Text #2
This line of evidence is centered on data showing that the recent number of earthquakes
near fracking sites was 11 times higher than the 30-year average. With this evidence text,
students analyzed a graph that showed the annual number of earthquakes in Oklahoma
from 1978 to 2014 (Figure 5), without much difﬁculty. The data showed an obvious increase
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in earthquakes after 2008, where there
also was a sharp increase in fracking
activities. Some students questioned the
“lag time” of over ﬁve years between the
increase in fracking and the sharp increase
in earthquakes. These students felt that
this illustrated no direct cause and effect
between fracking and earthquakes. In
our interactions with the groups, we
answered their concern by emphasizing
that their discussions were similar to
real-life, scientiﬁc discussions, and
how this particular MEL activity was focused on an active and evolving issue in which
scientists are currently engaged and for which there is not yet scientiﬁc consensus.
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Figure 5. Annual number of
earthquakes in Oklahoma from
1978 to 2014.
Credit: Wright Seneres.

Evidence Text #3
With this evidence text, students were shown the basic stresses that are associated with plate
tectonics and speciﬁcally consider how convection of hot but solid and ductile rocks in the
upper mantle creates stresses in Earth’s crust. We included an illustration of convection
associated with plate movement (Figure 6), which is a relatively standard image of the type
used in many high school geology textbooks and curricula. The connection between stress
and earthquakes is a main component of the Theory of Plate Tectonics, and the Fracking
MEL has students make connections
between evidence associated with this
fundamental theory and two alternative
models. In this way, the Fracking MEL
facilitates students’ application of their
fundamental geoscience understanding
to a current socio-scientiﬁc issue.

Evidence Text #4
This evidence text includes a diagram
showing US Geological Survey data of
earthquake epicenters in Oklahoma in
2013 and 2014 (Figure 7), showing that
many earthquakes are currently occurring in regions surrounding fracking
sites. Students should be aware that
fracking occurs in the shale deposits
located on the edges of basins that
contained the reservoirs of oil and gas
that are more easily removed by more
traditional drilling techniques. When
considering this evidence text in the classroom, some students were unfamiliar as to how to
read a geologic map. Therefore, we devoted some whole class discussion to reading these types
of maps. The location of the non-fracking oil drilling rigs is in response to the geologic conditions that allowed the hydrocarbons to accumulate in the basins. In Oklahoma, fracking is
recovering hydrocarbons locked in shale deposits that are bordering the basins. This evidence
text shows that the earthquakes are occurring in the basins and not in the shale. Excellent
© 2016 National Earth Science Teachers Association. All Rights Reserved.

Figure 6. Convection in Earth’s
mantle causes plates to move.
Credit: Wright Seneres.
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resources that you can
refer to if you feel you need
some background on oil
drilling and recovery when
discussing this text are those
found at the US Department
of Energy website.2 The
Teach Engineering website3
is also an excellent resource
that takes students through
the steps of fossil fuel development and methods of
recovery.

Connecting the
Fracking MEL with
NGSS
Figure 7. Areas of recent
earthquake swarms. The
star-shaped symbols show
earthquakes in 2014. The
shaded dots show earthquakes
in 2013. Each symbol represents
earthquakes of magnitude 2.7
or greater.
Credit: Wright Seneres.

Although fracking is not
speciﬁcally discussed in
the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013), the topics covered in the
Fracking MEL can support students’ understanding of several performance expectations, such
as those relating to the water cycle, fossil fuel recovery, and human sustainability (Table 1).
The fracking MEL also can be an effective way to introduce students to engineering practices
within the context of geoscience. The Science and Engineering practices outlined in the NGSS
are one of the three dimensions of learning and some teachers struggle to offer engineering
principles in a way that is relevant and understandable to students. Although the Fracking

Table 1. NGSS performance expectations related to the fracking MEL
(NGSS Lead States, 2013)
MS-ESS2-5: Earth’s Systems
Develop a model describing the cycling of water through Earth’s systems driven by energy from the sun and
the force of gravity.

HS-ESS2-5: Earth’s Systems
Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of water and its effects on Earth materials and surface
processes.

MS-ETS1-1: Engineering Design
Deﬁne the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufﬁcient precision to ensure a successful
solution, taking into account relevant scientiﬁc principles and potential impacts on people and the natural
environment that may limit possible solutions.

HS-ETS1-3: Engineering Design
Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem based on prioritized criteria and trade-offs that account
for a range of constraints, including cost, safety, reliability, and aesthetics as well as possible social, cultural,
and environmental impacts.

HS-ESS3-2: Earth and Human Activity
Evaluate competing design solutions for developing, managing, and utilizing energy and mineral resources
based on cost-beneﬁt ratios.

HS-ESS3-4: Earth and Human Activity
Evaluate or reﬁne a technological solution that reduces impacts of human activities on natural systems.
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MEL does necessarily require students to engage in the engineering design process, the activity
presents students with potential consequences of the engineering techniques used with
fracking. As with all MELs the key instructional component is asking the students to construct
and evaluate connections between lines of evidence and two alternative models about a
phenomenon in order to gain deeper understanding.

Concluding Thoughts
We did this MEL activity after the students had engaged in the Climate Change MEL, the
Wetlands MEL, and the Moon MEL (see related articles this issue). Although we made some
adjustments in the composition of student teams, we kept most teams intact if students
worked well together. The teams developed a sense of comradery when completing the MELs,
which increased their engagement in the activity. Other teachers may see the MEL activity as
a way to show students how to work together with different personalities and may want to
change the structure of the student teams with each MEL. There are many ways to group the
students but our most successful groupings had one high, one low (or ELL), and two average
ability students. Teachers should select teams where the individual students feel comfortable
expressing themselves and not just following the lead of one student. It is also important to
constantly move among the student teams to ensure that productive discussion is taking place.
We noticed that by the fourth MEL, students had become comfortable with the process of
selecting a connection that they felt ‘linked’ with the evidence text. The visual differences
among the different types of arrows indicating connection strength (e.g., strongly supports,
supports, contradicts, and has nothing to do with the model) allowed to students to immediately discover who was thinking what and students were encouraged to ‘speak up’ if their links
did not match what others were drawing. This promoted collaborative argumentation in the
classroom.
With the Fracking MEL, set-up of the science concepts before starting was necessary because
the students had little or no experience with the fracking process. Because the MEL evidence
texts are not designed to be a lesson in and of themselves, we found it necessary to have a full
class discussion about oil exploration and extraction in general, as well as how the fracking
process is different than traditional drilling. Even basic porosity concepts needed additional
explanation in our classes. Without this fundamental understanding, using the MEL
diagram may involve no more than guessing.
While the increase in earthquakes around fracking operations in the Midwest has been in
the news, scientists are still active in trying to understand the possible link between the two.
This means that this particular MEL does not have an overwhelming scientiﬁc consensus that
favors one model over another. By having the students critically analyze both models with
respect to the evidence presented to them, students are engaging in a current scientiﬁc debate.

Web Resources
Department of Energy:
2

http://www.fe.doe.gov/education/energylessons/coal/gen_howformed.html

Teach Engineering:
3
https://www.teachengineering.org/view_lesson.php?url=collection/cub_/lessons/cub_earth/cub_earth_
lesson07.xml
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